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Page 
Range 

Weekly Topic Key Areas 

 
2 - 3 

1 
Introduction to the Australian Legal 

System 

- nature and role of law 
- development of Australian legal system 
- overview of the Cth Constitution 
- scope of legislative power s51(xx) 
   > the corporations power 

 
3 - 4 

2 
Threshold Legal Concepts 1: Analysing 

Legislation and Case Law 

- sources of law 
- reading and interpreting legislation 
- reading and analysing case law 
- legislation <<<>>> case law 
- legal reasoning and analysis 
   > MIRAT 
   > IRAC 
- Baron v Skyview + Doyle v Maypole 

 
4 - 6  

3 
Threshold Legal Concepts 2: Individual 

and Corporate Liabilities 

- who can be liable 
   > individuals & corporations 
- what is the basis of liability 
   > primary/secondary/vicarious 
- civil or criminal liability 
- corporate crime 
- commencing legal actions 
   > public enforcement v private actions 
 

 
6 - 8 

4 
Overview of the Law of Contract: Making 

the Contract - Agreement 

- contracts and their types 
- agreement 
   > offer 
   > termination of an offer 
      - revocation, rejection, other 
   > acceptance 
      - in response, final, unqualified, certain 
   > communication of acceptance 
 

 
8 - 12 

5 
Overview of the Law of Contract: Making 

the Contract – 
Intention/Consideration/Promissory 

Estoppel/Privity of Contract 

- intention to create legal relations 
   > social and domestic agreements 
   > business or commercial agreements 
- consideration and when it’s required 
- rule of consideration 
- doctrine of promissory estoppel 
- doctrine of privity of contract 

 
12 - 18 

6 
Overview of the Law of Contract: 

Contents of the Contract 

- form of the contract 
- express terms 
   > ID and interpretation 
   > parole evidence rule and exceptions 
   > incorporating into the contract 
   > interpreting exemption/exclusion clause 
- implied terms 
   > common law 
   > legislation  
- effect of statutes on exemption clauses 
- effect of statutes on exclusion clauses 
- classification of terms 
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CLAW5001 Topic Summaries 
- UoS learning outcomes 

   > describe and discuss legal framework within which business operates in Australia 

   > identify and analyse legal issues arising from given fact situations in business contexts 

   > resolve problems by applying relevant legal principles, evaluating possible solutions and developing logical and 

coherent arguments to support conclusions 

   > communicate about the law, orally and in writing, to a professional standard 

   > work collaboratively with people from diverse backgrounds with inclusiveness and integrity 

 

Topic 1 – Introduction to the Australian Legal System 

- law in the business school 

- the nature and role of law 

   > allocate and regulate power and authority 

   > communicate and reinforce social values & recognise interests  

   > create certainty when conflicting interests & maintain public order and stability 

   > legal regulation of business i.e. structures, agreements, rights, taxes, resolutions etc 

- development of the Australian legal system 

   > doctrine of terra nullius (no man’s land) 

      - all English laws applicable to situation of new colony; crown owned all land 

   > reception of the common law 

      - type of legal system where law created by courts and rules are developed in these common law courts 

      - new colonies either conquered (battle), ceded (treaty) or settled (terra nullius) 

   > development of the law, parliament and courts of NSW 

      - modelled off English Westminster system 

      - legislative council (upper) and legislative assembly (lower), led by Governor of NSW 

      - the Australia Act (1986) led to the end of legal authority of the UK parliament in Australia 

   > effect of Mabo v State of QLD (1992) 175 CLR 1 

      - doctrine of TN rejected by HCA, common law of Australia begins recognising native title 

      - some land subject to prior claims; native title can’t exist where Crown has dealt inconsistently in the past 

- overview of the Commonwealth Constitution 

   > reasons for federation 

      - federation: division/distribution of powers between the constituent elements 

      - more likely to prosper together than apart 

   > key features of the CC 

      - Act passed by UK parliament in July 1900, to taking effect from January 1st 1901  

      - split up into eight chapters 

   > ‘separation’ of powers doctrine 

      - no overlap between legislative, executive and judicial arms of government 

   > legislative power 

      - federal i.e. Monarch/GG+ Senate + House of Reps = Parliament of Australia (power to make & change law) 

        > senate = upper house 

          - decide matters of national interest, represent interests of constituents, scrutinise lower house etc 

        > house of representatives = lower house 

          - form government, decide matters, represent voters, propose/debate/vote on bills, examine issues etc 

        > law making powers 

          - s51 = legislative powers of the Commonwealth (Cth) 

          - concurrent powers (state and Cth), exclusive (Cth) and residual (state) 
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        > inconsistency of laws = Commonwealth law prevails over state law 

   > executive power (power to put law into action) 

      -monarch, exercisable by the Governor General of Australia and Prime Minister 

   > judicial power and the courts (power to make judgements on law) 

      - vested in federal supreme court i.e. High Court of Australia 

      - High court >>> federal court of Australia + Family court >>> federal circuit court of Australia 

- scope of the legislative power given by S51(xx) of CC; corporations power 

   > how do you identify a ‘foreign’, ‘trading’ or ‘financial’ corporation? 

      - Cth law can only deal with 3 kinds of corporations 

      - for local corporations, look not at purpose of incorporation but current activities of said incorporation 

   > laws dealing with registration of companies 

      - NSW v Commonwealth (1990) 169 CLR 482 

      - s51(xx) doesn’t give Cth power to legislate for incorporation or establishment of trading or financial corps 

      - only power to legislate in respect of those types of corporations once already formed under legislation 

   > types of corporate activities regulated by Commonwealth laws 

      - NSW v Commonwealth (2006) 229 CLR 1 

      - eg: trading & employment relationship between corporations and its employees 

 

Topic 2 – Threshold Legal Concepts I: Analysing Legislation and Case Law 

- sources of law 

   > parliaments (federal, states and territories) 

      - known as statute law OR an Act of Parliament OR legislation 

      - 6 states (all bicameral except QLD) and 2 territories (both unicameral) 

   > courts (federal, states and territories as well as outside Australia) 

      - known as case law OR common law 

      - High court 

        > commonwealth courts >>> federal court + family court >>> federal magistrates/circuits court 

        > state/territory courts >>> supreme court >>> intermediate courts (county/district) >>> lower courts (local) 

   > primary sources of law (first-hand account of an event or time period and are considered to be authoritative) 

      - parliament (Cth, states and territories) = statute law i.e. Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) 

      - court (Cth, states, territories and overseas) = common/case law i.e. Baltic Shipping Co v Dillon [1993] HCA 4 

   > secondary sources of law (analysis, interpretation or restatement of primary law)  

      - legal dictionaries, textbooks, academic journals, newspapers, law reform, annotated legislation etc 

- reading and interpreting legislation 

   > overview of legislative process 

      - house of reps (1R, 2R, consideration, 3R, passed) >>> senate (process repeated) >>> GG (royal assent) 

   > finding and citing statute law 

      - title of Act should be italicised, year when Act passed originally italicised and appears directly after title 

      - abbreviation of jurisdiction for Act should appear in round brackets and not italicised 

   > basic structure of a statute 

      - parts >> divisions & sub divisions >> schedules >> sections >> sub sections >> paragraphs >> sub paragraphs 

   > statutory interpretation; role of the courts 

      - traditional approach (literal), interpretation to avoid absurdity (golden) & purpose approach (mischief) 

      - construction that promotes purpose/object underlying act shall be preferred to construction that doesn’t 

- reading and analysing case law 

   > what is a case 

      - judges make decisions to resolve disputes; case sets out solution to particular dispute between parties 

 


